1 Introduction {#SEC1}
==============

RNA biology has become more prominent after the discovery of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) and their versatile functions ([@btw728-B4]; [@btw728-B9]; [@btw728-B50]; [@btw728-B70]; [@btw728-B71]; [@btw728-B98]; [@btw728-B108]). The versatility of RNA molecules has led to the idea of an 'RNA world' where RNA formed the first primitive life forms ([@btw728-B33]). The importance of RNA biology is highlighted by the relatively small fraction of protein-coding regions of most eukaryotic genomes ([@btw728-B70], [@btw728-B71]). For example, 1.2% of the human genome contain protein coding genes, while 76% is transcribed into RNA ([@btw728-B85]). Likewise, prokaryotic cells contain various ncRNAs genes ([@btw728-B35]; [@btw728-B42]; [@btw728-B101]; [@btw728-B105]) and have also been shown to have transcriptional complexity like eukaryotes ([@btw728-B9]; [@btw728-B22]; [@btw728-B38], [@btw728-B37]; [@btw728-B63]). ncRNA molecules often utilize RNA--RNA base pairing such as bacterial/archaeal small RNAs (sRNAs) ([@btw728-B89]; [@btw728-B98]), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) ([@btw728-B16]), microRNAs (miRNAs) ([@btw728-B16]; [@btw728-B23]), spliceosomal small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) ([@btw728-B45]), small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) ([@btw728-B13]; [@btw728-B31]; [@btw728-B53]; [@btw728-B77]), cajal-body specific small nuclear RNAs (scaRNAs) ([@btw728-B24]), clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) RNA ([@btw728-B11]) and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) ([@btw728-B12]; [@btw728-B54]). It seems some long-noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) may also engage into RNA--RNA interactions ([@btw728-B58]), which are quite abundant in eukaryotes ([@btw728-B118]).

In addition to endogenous ncRNAs genes, many experimental techniques take advantage of RNA--RNA interactions such as gene silencing (i.e. knock-out) by artificial siRNAs ([@btw728-B25]; [@btw728-B92]) and designing oligonucleotides for ribosomal RNA (rRNA) depletion in RNA-seq experiments ([@btw728-B78]).

Different clades of life utilize regulatory RNA--RNA interactions with different constraints: various mediator proteins ([@btw728-B16]; [@btw728-B106]), binding regions preference and distinct complementarity requirements ([@btw728-B5]; [@btw728-B74]). Thus, many different tools have been developed to predict stable interactions. Some algorithms solve RNA--RNA interaction as an alignment problem using local alignment approaches ([@btw728-B40]; [@btw728-B109]). Most of these use dynamic programming and minimum free energy methods (MFE) ([@btw728-B8]; [@btw728-B27]; [@btw728-B64]), which are also widely used methods for RNA secondary structure predictions ([@btw728-B66]; [@btw728-B72]; [@btw728-B76]; [@btw728-B119]; [@btw728-B120]; [@btw728-B121]). In bacteria, comparative methods are becoming popular ([@btw728-B49]; [@btw728-B81]; [@btw728-B113]), but they are restricted to conserved sRNAs, which are quite rare ([@btw728-B9]; [@btw728-B63]).

RNA target detection is still a challenging task but it is vital to understand more about RNA--RNA interactions for functional annotation of unknown transcripts while making computationally feasible and biologically relevant prediction. In this study, we assessed the performance of available RNA--RNA interaction prediction tools on trusted, verified datasets from all domains of life. We evaluated their ability to recover established RNA--RNA pairs in eukaryotic, bacterial and archaeal systems. We also assessed how successfully they predict binding scores and reported the significance of these predictions.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

All RNA interaction prediction algorithms are freely available and cited in the manuscript. We used Python, R, Bash for the scripts and wrappers, which are shared in our Github repository (github.com/UCanCompBio/RNA_Interactions_Benchmark). A parser script (or a wrapper script) has been written for each of the tools benchmarked here. All the parameters and command line arguments are also accessible.

2.1 Benchmark datasets
----------------------

We manually confirmed the correct interaction regions (which contain the binding base-pairs) for all dataset items and used entire target regions (i.e. UTRs, coding regions or target RNA) to make our benchmark as realistic as possible. We also manually confirmed that the true binding regions on target RNAs are consecutive with only few mismatches.

The eukaryotic benchmark dataset consisted of miRNAs from human, *Arabidopsis, Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans)* ([@btw728-B21]; [@btw728-B55]); C/D and H/ACA box snoRNAs from human, *Arabidopsis, C. elegans*, yeast ([@btw728-B13]; [@btw728-B61]; [@btw728-B87]; [@btw728-B116]); human and yeast U6/U2 snRNAs ([@btw728-B110]); endogenous siRNAs from *Arabidopsis* ([@btw728-B1]) and piRNAs from mouse ([@btw728-B36]). Experimentally verified miRNA/siRNA/piRNA-target mRNAs and snoRNA/snRNA-target RNAs were selected from different ncRNA families as much as possible (in total 88 pairs) ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We compiled a bacterial sRNA and target mRNA dataset from *Salmonella, Escherichia coli (E. coli)* and *Listeria monocytogenes (L. monocytogenes)* that consists of 60 verified sRNA-mRNA pairs ([@btw728-B15]; [@btw728-B59]; [@btw728-B84]). The target regions of bacterial sRNAs lie either in 5′UTR or downstream of start codon ([@btw728-B93]; [@btw728-B98]). We selected regions 200 nucleotides (nts) upstream to 100 nts downstream of the start codons (i.e. 5′end mRNA) which contain verified binding regions. We extracted both sRNAs and target 5′end mRNAs from their associated genome sequences (Acces. AE006468.1, AL591824.1 and U00096.3) ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We gathered a set of archaeal C/D box snoRNAs consisting of 5 snoRNAs and their ribosomal RNA targets ([@btw728-B77]). We also added a member of less studied archaeal sRNA (from *Methanosarcina mazei*) ([@btw728-B43]). Selected genes and targets were obtained from their associated archaeal genomes (AE008384.1) or Genbank ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.2 Accuracy measures for binding site predictions
--------------------------------------------------

We calculated TPR (sensitivity) and PPV (precision) scores of each algorithm based on prediction of RNA--RNA binding regions for 154 manually curated interactions from the scientific literature. They include functionally characterized RNA--RNA interactions from Archaea, Bacteria and Eukaryotes. Verified binding regions between ncRNAs and target RNAs are annotated with published base-pairing interactions. These interactions can be used to assess overlaps between predicted and true binding regions on target RNAs. In this work, true positives (TPs) are the number of nucleotides on a correctly predicted binding region, false positive (FPs) are the number of nucleotides in a falsely predicted binding region (i.e. a predicted target that is not part of the curated set of interactions), and false negatives (FNs) are the number of nucleotides in a binding region where interactions are not predicted ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). True negatives (TNs) are generally not used for the treatment of RNA structure as the number of true negatives grows exponentially with sequence length while TP, FP and FN grow linearly ([@btw728-B109]). We can calculate an approximation to the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) ([@btw728-B69]) by using the geometric mean of TPR and PPV ([@btw728-B34]; [@btw728-B109]). These can be defined as: $$TPR(sensitivity) = TP/(TP + FN)$$$$PPV(precision) = TP/(TP + FP)$$$$MCC \approx \sqrt{TPR \cdot PPV}$$

2.3 A significance test for prediction scores
---------------------------------------------

Besides these well-known accuracy measures, we also assessed the scores generated by the algorithms, which usually show the stability of interaction (e.g. a binding MFE). For each true and verified target (positive control), we created 200 dinucleotide shuffled sequences (negative controls) using the esl-shuffle tool ([@btw728-B30]) to prevent possible biases caused by the nearest-neighbour energy model of structure prediction ([@btw728-B112]). To determine the significance of native interactions, we fitted the binding energies shuffled interactions (as a background) into both normal and Gumbel distributions (using negative energies) ([@btw728-B39]), since MFE values mostly follow an extreme value distribution ([@btw728-B90]; [@btw728-B103]). In short, we assessed significance of positive controls using a set of negative controls. A similar methodology showed an avoidance of crosstalk RNA--RNA interactions in prokaryotes which can be measured as a binding energy shift ([@btw728-B104]). We applied this approach only to bacterial dataset due to time constraints, and the uniform distribution of bacterial targets (i.e. identical 300 nucleotides long target mRNAs).

We selected the best scoring interaction as the native interaction if an algorithm produces more than one interaction, which is also true for all our analyses.

3 Results and discussion
========================

3.1 RNA--RNA interaction prediction tools
-----------------------------------------

The RNA--RNA interaction prediction methods are divided mainly into three groups: alignment like methods, MFE methods and comparative (homology) methods. We can also further divide the MFE methods into three different sub-classes based on whether their approach considers intramolecular base-pairs (internal structure), neglects intramolecular structure or measures the accessibility of the binding region. There are also other machine learning algorithms ([@btw728-B80]; [@btw728-B115]), and probabilistic approaches like RactIP ([@btw728-B46]), which uses the CONTRAfold model ([@btw728-B29]) for RNA interaction prediction.

RIsearch ([@btw728-B109]), Bindigo ([@btw728-B40]) and Guugle ([@btw728-B32]) are examples of alignment-like methods. The RIsearch algorithm was mainly developed for rapidly searching genomes to detect RNA--RNA pairs from genome sequencing data by combining the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm with a nearest-neighbor energy model ([@btw728-B109]), while Bindigo adopts an optimized Smith-Waterman to find optimal oligonucleotide-RNA pairs ([@btw728-B40]). Guugle uses suffix arrays to seek RNA targets based on RNA helix rules that allow G-U pairs ([@btw728-B32]).

Besides these alignment based methods, tools like BLAST ([@btw728-B3]), Blat ([@btw728-B48]), ssearch ([@btw728-B83]) or other local alignment implementations can be used to rapidly collect long (reverse) complementary regions by including G-U pairs (C-U or G-A for the reverse complement) in the scoring matrix ([@btw728-B32]; [@btw728-B101]; [@btw728-B109]).

MFE methods form the majority of the RNA--RNA interaction prediction tools ([@btw728-B8]; [@btw728-B27]; [@btw728-B64]). Many secondary structure prediction tools also utilize MFE methods ([@btw728-B64]; [@btw728-B66]; [@btw728-B68]; [@btw728-B120]). Some MFE methods including RNAhybrid ([@btw728-B90]), RNAduplex ([@btw728-B64]), DuplexFold ([@btw728-B91]) and TargetRNA ([@btw728-B103]) neglect intramolecular structures for the sake of algorithmic speed. Algorithms like Pairfold ([@btw728-B6]), RNAcofold ([@btw728-B10]) and bifold ([@btw728-B91]) take intramolecular base-pairing into account. RNAup ([@btw728-B75]), RNAplex ([@btw728-B99]) and IntaRNA ([@btw728-B14]) compute the accessibility of binding regions to report the final MFE of the RNA duplex, which is considered more realistic biophysically ([@btw728-B93]). AccessFold includes accessibility using a method defined as pseudo-energy minimization ([@btw728-B26]). BistaRNA also includes accessibility and can predict multiple binding sites ([@btw728-B88]). Lastly, tools like TargetRNA2 ([@btw728-B49]), CopraRNA ([@btw728-B113]), miRanda ([@btw728-B44]), TargetScan ([@btw728-B62]), PETcofold ([@btw728-B94]) and DIANA-microT ([@btw728-B51]) exploit homology and evolutionary conservation to predict interactions

Some RNA--RNA interaction prediction tools are developed to achieve a specific task or to predict very specific group of interactions. For example, PLEXY is designed for C/D snoRNAs ([@btw728-B47]), RNAsnoop ([@btw728-B100]) for H/ACA snoRNAs and TargetRNA ([@btw728-B103]) for bacterial sRNAs (*E. coli* and *Salmonella*). In this study, we tried to assess the versatility of prediction tools on different datasets as well as their prediction power where applicable. We excluded tools designed for specific RNA families such as specialized miRNA algorithms (reviewed in [@btw728-B111]), specialized snoRNA target prediction algorithms and comparative bacterial sRNA prediction methods (reviewed in [@btw728-B8], [@btw728-B81]). We also excluded inteRNA ([@btw728-B2]), IRIS ([@btw728-B86]), piRNA ([@btw728-B20]) and biRNA ([@btw728-B19]), as they are either no longer supported or obsolete.

In summary, our final list of selected tools used for further analyses consisted of RIsearch ([@btw728-B109]), IntaRNA ([@btw728-B14]), RNAcofold ([@btw728-B10]), RNAhybrid ([@btw728-B90]), RNAduplex ([@btw728-B64]), RNAplex ([@btw728-B99]), RNAup ([@btw728-B75]), pairfold ([@btw728-B6]), bifold ([@btw728-B91]), DuplexFold ([@btw728-B91]), ssearch ([@btw728-B82]), RactIP ([@btw728-B46]), bistaRNA ([@btw728-B88]), AccessFold ([@btw728-B26]) and NUPACK ([@btw728-B28]) ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.2 Overall prediction performances
-----------------------------------

Our analyses of the overall performances of RNA interaction prediction algorithms show that three accessibility based algorithms (RNAup, IntaRNA and RNAplex) scored highest for sensitivity and precision. RNAup was highly precise compared to other tools ([Fig. 1](#btw728-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#btw728-T1){ref-type="table"}). IntaRNA was the second algorithm (almost identical to RNAup) with a reasonable running time. RNAplex was comparable to both algorithms. RNAduplex had the best overall TPR score, but it was not as precise as IntaRNA. [Table 1](#btw728-T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the 'cumulative' TPR, PPV and MCC scores, while [Figure 1](#btw728-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows their distribution for all interactions (*n* = 154) on all domains of life.

![The distribution of scores for RNA--RNA interaction prediction algorithms. (**A**) RNAduplex gave the highest median TPR (sensitivity) followed by IntaRNA. (**B**) RNAup was the most precise algorithm based on PPV score followed by the other accessibility based methods IntaRNA and RNAplex. (**C**) RNAup was the best prediction algorithm based on median MCC score, with IntaRNA and RNAplex giving similar scores. RactIP produced the worst overall MCC (Color version of this figure is available at *Bioinformatics* online.)](btw728f1){#btw728-F1}

Table 1.Total run time of algorithms, and the cumulative TPR, PPV and MCC scoresAlgorithmTotal run time (s) onTPRPPVMCC**selected files (*n* = 50)**(Sensitivity)(Precision)AccessFold596.440.380.310.35bifold404.630.370.310.34bistaRNA102.290.150.160.15DuplexFold**5.33**0.480.170.29IntaRNA24.44**0.590.560.58**NUPACK794.20.420.420.42pairfold90.240.390.290.34ractIP87.620.160.060.1RIsearch**4.16**0.360.450.40RNAcofold15.280.410.320.36RNAduplex6.45**0.66**0.120.27RNAhybrid32.84**0.56**0.120.26RNAplex17.190.55**0.570.56**RNAup137.480.51**0.690.60**ssearch**4.690.56**0.10.23[^1]

RIsearch and ssearch were the fastest methods, but they were not very sensitive or precise ([Table 1](#btw728-T1){ref-type="table"}). AccessFold and bifold had the longest run time, which appeared to increase for long RNA sequences like ribosomal RNAs or large target UTR regions. RIsearch and bifold gave inconsistent results, with combined MCCs of 0.33 and 0.40 respectively ([Table 1](#btw728-T1){ref-type="table"}). However, if we use a distribution of results as in [Figure 1](#btw728-F1){ref-type="fig"}, the median MCCs appear to be zero for these algorithms. As bifold frequently returned no duplex structures for some RNA pairs (e.g. *C. elegans* miRNAs lin-4, lsy-6-3p, etc.), and RIsearch produced many unsuccessful predictions for bacterial sRNAs, which produced to zero MCC scores for both.

3.3 The significance test results of bacterial dataset
------------------------------------------------------

The MFE values produced by the algorithms are not very explicit, so it is common to use negative controls to determine the significance of predicted energy values ([@btw728-B90]), especially for structure predictions ([@btw728-B112]). As described in materials and methods, we created a set of negative controls for each native RNA--RNA interaction. Some algorithms were excluded from this assessment, because either they do not produce a score (i.e. RactIP, bistaRNA and ssearch) or are biased towards internal structures (i.e. pairfold, RNAcofold, bifold and NUPACK). Thus, the test of significance includes only 8 prediction algorithms ([Table 2](#btw728-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.The test of significance results of selected algorithms on bacterial sRNAs.AlgorithmTotal \# of significant (*P* \< 0.05) correct predictions for Gumbel dist. (*n* = 60)Total \# of significant (*P* \< 0.05) correct predictions for normal dist. (*n* = 60)Median rank of native interactionsAccessFold151741.75DuplexFold2863.5IntaRNA**232619**RIsearch131452.25RNAduplex81154.25RNAhybrid5676RNAplex**233010.5**RNAup**282913.5**[^2]

These results show that RNAplex and RNAup reported almost half of the native energies as significant if they are fitted to normal distributions. It seems the Gumbel fitting of scores is more conservative which likely decreases the risk of FP predictions on high-throughput predictions. RNAup results were almost identical for both distributions. IntaRNA performed slightly worse than these two algorithms. The last column of [Table 2](#btw728-T2){ref-type="table"} shows the median rank of native interactions. If a prediction score of a native interaction has the highest score (e.g. lowest MFE), it is ranked 1 out of 201. Therefore, the median ranks in the last column can be interpreted as the expected number of FPs introduced by the algorithms before predicting the native interaction.

3.4 A summary of RNA--RNA interactions and algorithm performances for all domains of life
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Eukaryotic RNA interactions mostly focus on RNA interference (RNAi) (i.e. miRNAs and siRNAs) ([@btw728-B4]; [@btw728-B16]; [@btw728-B18]). In animal RNAi, miRNAs (∼20 nts long) prefer perfect complementarity in the seed region and have overall lower complementarity than plant counterparts ([@btw728-B5]; [@btw728-B7]). In plants, high complementary target regions may lie in coding region as well as UTRs rather than only 3′UTRs ([@btw728-B5]; [@btw728-B7]; [@btw728-B74]). It is possible for a miRNA to target more than one region, especially in animals, which is known to increase efficiency of target gene downregulation ([@btw728-B74]). However, in our benchmark we preferred to select miRNA targets containing a single designated binding region. Piwi associated piRNAs are also small endogenous RNAs (24--30 nts long) ([@btw728-B54]; [@btw728-B117]), some of which use antisense binding to regulate target RNAs ([@btw728-B36]) like miRNA and siRNA. H/ACA and C/D snoRNAs have roles in rRNA and snRNA maturation ([@btw728-B13]; [@btw728-B31]; [@btw728-B53]). These interactions differ in that C/D snoRNAs prefer a binding region on target RNA with consecutive nts around 7--20 bases long with a few mismatches ([@btw728-B31]; [@btw728-B47]), while H/ACA snoRNAs contain a stem loop within the binding region, which complicates target prediction ([@btw728-B31]; [@btw728-B52]; [@btw728-B100]). Spliceosomal snRNAs form ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes with other snRNAs ([@btw728-B45]), and they are also targeted by snoRNAs (termed scaRNAs) ([@btw728-B24]). We included examples of both snRNA-snRNA and scaRNA-snRNA interactions to our dataset. It is also known that some lncRNAs use RNA--RNA interactions ([@btw728-B58]) but these were not included in our benchmark.

We found that in the eukaryotic dataset, accessibility based methods performed best based on the average MCC scores (except AccessFold and bistaRNA) ([Fig. 2](#btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"}). IntaRNA (av. MCC: 0.51) slightly outperformed RNAup (av. MCC: 0.49) and produced a higher PPV than the other tools benchmarked. RNAplex (av. MCC: 0.48) and RIsearch (av. MCC: 0.48) (an alignment-like method) were also comparable with these two algorithms for eukaryotic datasets. [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} explicitly shows the prediction scores for all 88 eukaryotic interactions.

![This heatmap shows MCC values of each tool for entire dataset. The red cells display a higher MCC value denoting a better prediction. Similar methods are mostly clustered together based on these predictions (dendrogram at top). Row labels show the type of interactions. Predictions for the single archaeal sRNA are on the last row. An in depth examination of these results show that the algorithms are poor at predicting human miRNA-mRNA interactions (av. MCC: 0.22), snoRNAs (weaker for H/ACA as expected, av. MCC: 0.09), mouse piRNAs (av. MCC: 0.07). Conversely, they perform best on *Arabidopsis* miRNAs (av. MCC: 0.72), siRNAs (av. MCC: 0.71) and bacterial sRNAs (av. MCC: 0.40), which is most likely an effect of high complementarity in binding regions for these](btw728f2){#btw728-F2}

Bacterial small RNAs can be divided into three major types: antisense binding sRNAs, *Hfq* dependent sRNAs and csrA binding sRNAs ([@btw728-B98]; [@btw728-B105]). However, in this study, bacterial sRNAs refer to either antisense or *Hfq* dependent sRNAs, which achieve their role via RNA--RNA base-pairing interactions. Bacterial sRNAs (50--200 nts long) prefer short binding regions relative to their size ([@btw728-B98]; [@btw728-B105]). This was also true for our dataset, with an average binding region size of 23 nts, with the smallest just 7 nts long ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Model bacterial organisms like *E. coli* or *Salmonella* contain hundreds of different sRNAs which points to a complex regulatory system in prokaryotic organisms ([@btw728-B108]). Moreover, increasing number of RNA-seq studies ([@btw728-B22]; [@btw728-B95]; [@btw728-B96]) reveal that there are novel regulatory ncRNAs are spanning in prokaryotes than previously anticipated ([@btw728-B9]; [@btw728-B17]; [@btw728-B63]).

We found that in the bacterial dataset, accessibility based methods performed better than the others based on the average MCC scores, as with the eukaryotic dataset. RNAup (av. MCC: 0.68) slightly outperformed IntaRNA (av. MCC: 0.65) in bacterial sRNA interactions. RNAplex (av. MCC: 0.61) was comparable with the other two algorithms. In bacterial dataset, RIsearch (av. MCC: 0.31) did not perform as well as on the eukaryotic dataset, which decreased the overall performance ([Fig. 2](#btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

RNA interactions in archaea are not well characterized. Recent studies have shown that archaeal genomes contain a large number of ncRNA repositories similar to bacterial genomes ([@btw728-B63]). Unfortunately, there are not many verified RNA interactions available in archaea, except archaeal snoRNAs. Archaeal genomes mostly contain C/D box snoRNAs; thus, we added 5 C/D box snoRNAs ([@btw728-B77]) and one archaeal sRNA ([@btw728-B43]) as an archaeal benchmark dataset. The archaeal sRNA targets a bicistronic gene and trans-regulates expression of two protein coding genes concurrently ([@btw728-B43]) ([Figs 1 and 2](#btw728-F1 btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We found that in the archaeal dataset, RNAplex (av. 0.65) performed better than the other algorithms, followed by IntaRNA (av. MCC: 0.61). These two algorithms were followed by RNAup (av. MCC: 0.53) and RIsearch (av. MCC: 0.40). RIsearch was better on snoRNA predictions than the single archeal sRNA, which reduced the average overall performance. RNAplex recovered the binding region with a perfect MCC score, followed by IntaRNA.

3.5 Limitations of RNA--RNA interaction predictions algorithms
--------------------------------------------------------------

Unfortunately, 15 out of 154 RNA interaction pairs in our benchmark dataset could not be correctly predicted by any of the algorithms (i.e. an MCC score of 0 for all algorithms) ([Fig. 2](#btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) including 6 human miRNAs, and snoRNAs from yeast, human and archaea. The mouse piRNA results were also unsatisfactory, and one (piR-013474) could not be detected by any of the algorithms. The algorithms benchmarked performed best on *Arabidopsis* miRNAs, siRNAs and bacterial sRNAs ([Fig. 2](#btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

We applied the significance test to some of these failed eukaryotic interactions (e.g. mouse piRNAs, human miRNAs), aiming to see whether the predicted scores enabled the detection of true interactions (and separate scores for native interactions from background) rather than using correctly predicted binding regions. The comparison of two methods revealed consistent results as expected. For example, the native interaction of piR-013474 cannot be differentiated from background by any algorithm. This is also similar for other piRNAs and human miRNAs, where all algorithms consistently failed.

The lengths of target RNA regions (which include binding regions) seem to influence prediction quality (also discussed by [@btw728-B59]). The average length of a eukaryotic target RNA is 1690 nts long in our dataset. However, this rises to around 2400 nts for those miRNAs which did not give prediction scores, and longer in piRNAs. As described in materials and methods, we did not truncate the targets (e.g. UTRs) that contained binding regions. We found a significant reverse correlation (Pearson's *r* = -0.28, *p* \< 0.05) between the lengths of target RNAs and average MCCs (i.e. overall performances). However, some of the algorithms (RNAup, RNAplex, RIsearch, RNAcofold and NUPACK) are less prone to this length bias (*p* \> 0.05) ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), making them ideal for use on untruncated targets.

Another explanation for inadequate prediction may be the quality of the dataset. Not all experimental protocols are equally strong at detecting correct binding regions, functional characterization or identifying new targets ([@btw728-B21]; [@btw728-B57]; [@btw728-B102]; [@btw728-B107]). However, the incorrectly predicted human miRNAs (hsa-miR-21-5p, hsa-miR-29b-3p, etc.) were validated by relatively strong evidence ([@btw728-B21]), which could rule out this explanation.

RNA structure prediction (and also RNA--RNA interaction prediction) algorithms are based on biophysical assumptions where the influence of tertiary interactions and other factors are neglected ([@btw728-B67]; [@btw728-B68]; [@btw728-B114]). RNA structures with the lowest free energy may not be the biologically active form, which may have multiple different conformations with different MFEs ([@btw728-B67]; [@btw728-B68]). Many algorithms ignore computationally expensive RNA structures (e.g. pseudoknots) ([@btw728-B29]; [@btw728-B41]; [@btw728-B64]). MFE methods also become inaccurate with longer RNA sequences ([@btw728-B59]; [@btw728-B60]; [@btw728-B68]; [@btw728-B73]). RNA interaction prediction algorithms generally do not consider multiple binding regions---only a few of which such as bistaRNA and ractIP, include multiple binding positions in their model ([@btw728-B46]; [@btw728-B88]). Cellular dynamics (i.e. interaction with other molecules, ion concentrations, etc.) can influence RNA structures ([@btw728-B79]) and RNA interactions ([@btw728-B73]; [@btw728-B75]), which is hard to factor into prediction models.

The ssearch tool uses the Smith-Waterman algorithm ([@btw728-B83]) and is the only pure alignment tool in our benchmark, although it is possible to use similar tools, such as BLAST or Blat, to extract complementary regions for high-throughput predictions. Once the gap penalty and scoring matrix parameters were tweaked to make it more suitable for RNA--RNA interaction prediction, ssearch was quite successful and even comparable with some MFE methods (e.g. RNAhybrid and DuplexFold) ([Fig. 1](#btw728-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Those MFE methods that include internal structures (e.g. pairfold, RNAcofold, bifold, NUPACK) are biased towards internal structures as many ncRNAs have stable internal structures ([@btw728-B100]). Therefore, using negative controls may lead to false significant predictions due to internal structures of interacting partners, giving misleading MFE scores. We also observed this effect in our predictions (data not shown), and so excluded those algorithms from the significance test. They also have relatively slow running times, and some have problems utilizing memory (e.g. bifold). NUPACK is the best among this type of prediction methods and RNAcofold is the fastest ([Table 1](#btw728-T1){ref-type="table"}).

It is apparent that the algorithms do not necessarily perform equally for all types of RNA--RNA interactions, and it is better to select algorithms appropriate to the input dataset. For example, RIsearch is fast and accurate for eukaryotic datasets, and would be suitable for high throughput predictions which can be combined statistical significance testing of the predicted scores. IntaRNA and RNAplex seem to be reliable and relatively fast for all datasets. RNAup is precise and less prone to length bias ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

4 Conclusion
============

Here we present one of the most comprehensive benchmark of RNA--RNA interaction prediction methods that covers almost all RNA--RNA interactions in RNA biology. We extended the previous work ([@btw728-B59]; [@btw728-B81]) by including all types of RNA--RNA interactions and the latest algorithms ([@btw728-B26]) in the RNA interaction prediction field. We have included a test to determine the statistical significance of the predicted scores by each algorithm. We have also reported that increasing length of target RNAs which contain binding regions also negatively influences overall prediction quality ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Three accessibility based algorithms, RNAup, IntaRNA and RNAplex, performed best for all types of interactions. We found that the accessibility based MFE methods could also differentiate almost half of the native interactions from background in our bacterial dataset ([Table 2](#btw728-T2){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, carefully designed negative controls (e.g. dinucleotide shuffling) allow for the use of predicted MFE values and separate scores for native interactions from the background. This makes the accessibility algorithms ideal tools for *de novo* predictions, especially those with smaller run-times such as IntaRNA and RNAplex, since candidate target RNAs can be thousands of nts long. RNAplex is also effective on detecting correct interaction regions buried in larger RNA targets (Results and [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

RNA interaction prediction is still an expanding field. Advances in sequencing technology has unveiled a vast number of novel uncharacterized ncRNA transcripts in different clades of life. These methods are also showing that many ncRNAs utilize RNA--RNA interactions ([@btw728-B56]; [@btw728-B65]; [@btw728-B97]) which makes RNA target prediction an important asset to determine functions of novel genes. Comparative methods are becoming popular ([@btw728-B59]; [@btw728-B81]; [@btw728-B94]; [@btw728-B113]), and may increase the prediction accuracy ([@btw728-B81]; [@btw728-B113]). However, some other results suggest that there is little to be gained from comparative approaches for predicting interactions ([@btw728-B59]; [@btw728-B93]) due to low conservation of many ncRNAs ([@btw728-B63]). Unfortunately, most of the verified interactions in the RNA literature still belong to model species (human, *C. elegans, Arabidopsis* and *E. coli*, etc.) which also raises the risk of overfitting results to a modest numbers of known interactions. Weak prediction rates for piRNAs may suggest inadequacy of prediction methods for novel regulatory RNAs, but even well-known miRNA interaction predictions have failed to be detected by any of the algorithms benchmarked ([Fig. 2](#btw728-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Archaeal regulatory systems are also not well studied, and only a handful of archaeal sRNAs have been identified. Therefore, non-comparative methods are still a robust way to produce *ab initio* interaction predictions. Our benchmark will help researchers to find an appropriate algorithm for functional annotation of unknown transcripts or a basis from which to improve or develop new methods. Our scripts and datasets are publicly available at Github (github.com/UCanCompBio/RNA_Interactions_Benchmark).
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[^1]: The cumulative scores (i.e. TPR, PPV, MCC) are calculated by adding individual TP, FP and FN values for all predictions.

[^2]: Higher is better for the second and third columns. Lower is better for the fourth column.
